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Abstract—In this work, we are interested in improving the
performance of constructive network coding schemes in lossy
wireless environments. We propose I2NC - an approach that
combines inter-session and intra-session network coding and
has two strengths. First, the error-correcting capabilities of
intra-session network coding make our scheme resilient to loss.
Second, redundancy allows intermediate nodes to operate without
knowledge of the decoding buffers of their neighbors. Based
only on the knowledge of the loss rates on the direct and
overhearing links, intermediate nodes can make decisions for
both intra-session (i.e., how much redundancy to add in each
flow) and inter-session (i.e., what percentage of flows to code
together) coding. Our approach is grounded on a network utility
maximization (NUM) formulation of the problem. We propose
two practical schemes, I2NC-state and I2NC-stateless, which
mimic the structure of the NUM optimal solution. We also
address the interaction of our approach with the transport layer.
We demonstrate the benefits of our schemes through simulation
in GloMoSim.

Index Terms—Network coding, wireless networks, error cor-
rection, cross-layer optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless environments lend themselves naturally to network

coding, thanks to their inherent broadcast and overhearing

capabilities. In this paper, we are interested in wireless mesh

networks used for carrying traffic from unicast sessions, which

is the dominant traffic today. Network coding has been used as

a way to improve throughput over such wireless environments.

Given that optimal inter-session network coding for unicast

is still an open problem, constructive approaches are used

in practice [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. One of the first, and most

influential, practical wireless network coding systems is COPE

[2] - a coding shim between the IP and MAC layers that

performs one-hop, opportunistic network coding. COPE codes

packets from different unicast sessions together and relies on

receivers being able to decode these using overheard packets.

This way, COPE effectively forwards multiple packets in a

single transmission to improve throughput.

The simplicity and success of COPE has generated a lot of

research interest, some of which is summarized in Section II.

One important problem that remains open, and is the focus

of this paper, is COPE’s performance in the presence of non-

negligible loss rates.

This work has been supported by an AFOSR MURI (prime award FA9550-
09-0643) and by the NSF CAREER award 0747110.

Fig. 1. Example of a unicast flow (from S1 to R1) traversing multiple
wireless hops. Each intermediate node performs one-hop (intra-session and
inter-session) network coding. The neighborhood of one intermediate node I
is shown here in detail. (Two unicast flows, S1−R1 and S2−R2, meeting at
intermediate node I . I receives packets a, b from nodes A1, B1, respectively.
It can choose to broadcast a, b or a + b in a single transmission to both
receivers. The next hops A2, B2 can decode a + b because they overhear
packets b and a transmitted from B1, A1, respectively.)

The reason is that intermediate nodes in COPE require the

knowledge of what their neighbors have overheard, in order to

perform one-hop inter-session network coding. However, in the

presence of medium-high loss rate, this information is limited,

possibly corrupted, and/or delayed over wireless channels. The

approach taken by COPE is to turn off network coding if loss

rate exceeds a threshold with default value 20% [2]. However,

this does not take full advantage of all the available network

coding opportunities. To better illustrate this key point, let us

discuss the following example.

Example 1: Let us consider Fig. 1. For the moment, let

us focus only on the neighborhood of intermediate node

I , i.e., only the packets transmitted via I , from A1 to A2

and from B1 to B2. This forms an “X” topology and is

a well-known, canonical example of one-hop opportunistic

network coding [1], [2]. In the absence of loss, throughput is

improved by 33.3%, because I delivers two packets in three

transmissions (with network coding), instead of four (without

network coding). Let us re-visit this example when there is

packet loss. Assume that there is loss only on the overhearing

link A1 − B2, w.p. ρ{A1,B2} = 0.3, and all other links have

no loss. In this case, 70% of the packets can still be coded

together, and throughput can be improved by 26%, which is

still a significant improvement. Even at higher loss rate, e.g.,

ρ{A1,B2} = 0.5, inter-session coding still improves throughput

by 16.6%. This is under the assumption that I knows the

exact state of A2, B2, i.e., what packets were overheard, and



thus I is able to decide what packets to code together so as

to guarantee decodability at the receivers. However, at high

loss rates, coordination among nodes becomes difficult. This

is why COPE turns off the coding functionality when loss

rate is higher than a threshold with default value 20%, thus

not taking full advantage of all coding opportunities. �

In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem by

introducing redundancy at intermediate nodes. In particular,

we use intra-session network coding to combine packets within

the same flow and introduce parity packets to protect against

loss. Then, we use inter-session network coding to combine

packets from different (already intra-session coded) flows, and

thus increase throughput. Our approach for combining intra-

session with inter-session network coding, which we refer to as

I2NC, has two key benefits. First, it can correct packet loss and

still perform inter-session network coding, even in the presence

of medium-high loss rates, thus improving throughput. Second,

the use of intra-session network coding makes all packets in

the session equally beneficial for the receiver. Thus, I2NC

eliminates the need to know the exact packets that have been

overheard by the neighbors of intermediate node I .

We note that adding redundancy in the COPE setting is

non-trivial, since a flow is affected not only by loss on its

direct path, but also by loss on overhearing links that affect the

decodability of coded packets. Therefore, we need to carefully

determine how much redundancy to add.

Example 1 - continued: Consider again the neighborhood of

I in Fig. 1. Flow 2 (originated from S2) is affected not only

by loss on its own path B1 − I −B2, but also by loss on the

overhearing link A1 − B2, which affects the decodability of

coded packet a+b at B2. In order to protect flow 2 from high

loss rate on the overhearing link A1 − B2, the intermediate

node I may decide either to add redundancy on flow 2, or

to not perform coding, or a combination of the two. On the

other hand, I may also decide to add redundancy on flow 1

(originated from S1), to correct loss on the overhearing link

A1 −B2, thus helping B2 to receive a and decode a+ b. �

Therefore, a number of questions need to be addressed in

the design of a system that combines both intra- and inter-

session network coding. In particular:

Q1: How to gracefully combine intra- and inter-session

network coding at intermediate nodes? We propose a

generation-based design and specify the order in which

we perform the two types of coding.

Q2: How much redundancy to add in each flow? We show

how to adjust the amount of redundancy after taking into

account the loss on the direct and overhearing links. We

implement the intra-session network coding functionality

as a thin layer between IP and transport layer.

Q3: What percentage of flows should be coded together and

what parts should remain uncoded? We design algorithms

that make this decision taking into account the loss

characteristics on the direct and overhearing links. We

implement this and other functionality (e.g., queue man-

agement) performed with or after inter-session network

coding as a layer between MAC and IP.

Q4: What information do we need to know in order to make

these decisions? We propose two schemes: I2NC-state,

which needs to know the state (i.e., overheard packets)

of the neighbors; and I2NC-stateless, which only needs

to know the loss rate of links in the neighborhood.

Our approach is grounded on a network utility maximization

(NUM) framework [6]. We formulate two variants of the

problem, depending on what type of information is available

(as in question Q4 above). The solution of each problem

decomposes into several parts with an intuitive interpretation,

such as rate control, network coding rate, redundancy rate,

queue management, and scheduling. The structure of the

optimal solution provides insight into the design of our two

schemes, I2NC-state and I2NC-stateless.

We evaluate our schemes in a multi-hop setting and we

consider their interaction with the transport layer, including

TCP and UDP. We propose a thin adaptation layer at the

interface between TCP and the underlying coding, to best

match the interaction of the two. We perform simulations in

GloMoSim [7] and we show that our schemes significantly

improve throughput compared to COPE.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II

presents related work. Section III gives an overview of the

system model. Section IV presents the NUM formulation and

solution. Section V presents the design of the I2NC schemes

in detail. Section VI presents simulation results. Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

COPE and follow-up work. This paper builds on COPE, a

practical scheme for one-hop network coding across unicast

sessions in wireless mesh networks [2], which has generated

a lot of interest in the research community. Some researchers

tried to model and analyze COPE [8], [9], [10]. Some others

proposed new coded wireless systems, based on the idea of

COPE [11], [5]. In [12], the performance of COPE is improved

by looking at its interaction with MAC fairness. Our recent

work in [13] improves TCP’s performance over COPE by

complementing COPE with a network coding-aware queue

management scheme. This paper also improves COPE by

adding intra-session redundancy and eliminating the need to

know the state of neighbors.

NUM in coded systems. Another body of work has looked at

the joint optimization of network coding of unicast flows, for-

mulated in a network utility maximization (NUM) framework

[6]. Optimal scheduling and routing for COPE are considered

in [8] and [10], respectively. Congestion control for unicast

flows over wireless is considered in [13]. End-to-end pairwise

inter-session network coding is studied in [14]. A linear

optimization framework for packing butterflies is proposed in

[4]. A re-transmission scheme for one-hop network coding

is proposed in [15]. Forward error correction over wireless

for pairwise network coding is proposed in [16], [17], which

are also the most closely related formulations to ours. Our

main differences are that we consider: (i) multiple flows coded



together instead of pairwise coding, (ii) local instead of end-

to-end redundancy, and (iii) the effect of losses over direct

and overhearing links, in order to generate the right amount

of redundancy.

Dealing with wireless loss. Dealing with loss in wireless

networks is a hard enough problem on its own1, which is

further amplified by network coding. There is a wide spectrum

of well-studied options for dealing with loss, e.g., using re-

dundancy and/or re-transmissions, locally (MAC) and/or end-

to-end (transport layer). Local re-transmissions increase end-

to-end delay and jitter, which, if excessive, may cause TCP

timeouts or hurt real-time multimedia. Furthermore, the best

re-transmission scheme for network coded packets varies with

the channel loss probability and it is hard to switch among re-

transmission policies when the channel loss rate varies over

time. Re-transmission also requires state synchronization to

perform inter-session network coding, which is not reliable at

all loss rates. In this paper, we follow an alternative approach

of local redundancy because we are interested in keeping delay

low and we want to eliminate the need for knowing the state

of neighbors.

There is extended work on TCP over wireless. One key

problem is the need to distinguish between wireless and

congestion loss and have TCP react only to congestion; this is

possible e.g., through Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN).

When re-transmissions exceed the delay budget, end-to-end

redundancy may also be used to combat loss on the path

[20]. The error-correcting capabilities of intra-session network

coding have recently been used in conjunction with the TCP

sliding window in [21]. In contrast, we focus on one-hop

inter-session network coding rather than end-to-end, and we

consider generation-based intra-session network coding rather

than sliding window coding.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We consider multi-hop wireless networks, where interme-

diate nodes perform intra- and inter-session network coding

(I2NC). In this section, we provide an overview of the system

and highlight some of its key characteristics.

A. Notation and Setup

1) Sources and Flows: Let S be the set of unicast flows

between source-destination pairs in the network. Each flow

s ∈ S is associated with a rate xs and a utility function Us(xs),
which we assume to be a strictly concave function of xs.

2) Wireless Transmission: Packets from a source (e.g., S1

in Fig. 1) traverse potentially multiple wireless hops before

being received by the receiver (e.g., R1). We consider a

model for interference described in [22]: each node can either

transmit or receive at the same time and all transmissions in

the range of the receiver are considered as interfering.

We use the following terminology for the links involved

in one-hop transmission. A hyperarc (i,J ) is a collection

1Recent studies of IEEE 802.11b based wireless mesh networks [18], [19], have

reported packet loss rates as high as 50% which typically translates to low application

level goodput and high delay.

of links from node i ∈ N to a non-empty set of next-hop

nodes J ⊆ N . A hypergraph H = (N ,A) represents a

wireless mesh network, where N is the set of nodes and A
is the set of hyperarcs. For simplicity, h = (i,J ) denotes

a hyperarc, h(i) denotes node i and h(J ) denotes node

J , i.e., h(i) = i and h(J ) = J . We use these notations

interchangeably in the rest of the paper. Each hyperarc h is

associated with a channel capacity Rh. Since h is a set of

links, Rh is the minimum capacity of the links in the hyperarc:

Rh = minj∈h(J){Ri,j} s.t. i ∈ N . In the example of node

I in Fig. 1, h = (I, {B2, A2}) is one of the hyperarcs, it

consists of links I − B2 and I − A2 and its capacity is

min{R{I,B2}, R{I,A2}}.

Note that with both intra-session and inter-session network

coding, it is possible to construct more than one code over

a hyperarc h. Let Kh be the set inter-session network codes

over a hyperarc h. Sk ⊆ S be the set of flows coded together

using code k ∈ Kh and broadcast over h.

Given a hypergraph H, we can construct the conflict graph

C = (A, I), whose vertices are the hyperarcs of H and edges

indicate interference between hyperarcs. A clique Cq ⊆ A
consists of several hyperarcs, at most one of which can

transmit simultaneously without interference.

3) Loss Model: Consider one-hop transmission. A flow s
may experience loss in two forms: loss ρsh over the direct

transmission links; or loss ρs,s
′

h,k of antidotes2 on overhearing

links. These two types of loss have different impact on network

coded flows.

First, let us discuss loss on the direct links. A flow s
transmitted over hyperarc h experiences loss w.p. ρsh. This

probability is different per flow s, even if several flows are

coded and transmitted over the same hyperarc h, because

different flows are transmitted to different next hops, thus see

different channels. For example, in Fig. 1, ρS1

(I,{B2,A2})
is equal

to the loss probability over link I − A2 and ρS2

(I,{B2,A2})
is

equal to the loss probability over link I −B2.

Second, let us discuss the effect of lost antidotes on the

overhearing link. Consider that flow s is combined with flow

s′ s.t. s 6= s′, and that some packets of flow s′ are lost on

the overhearing link to the next hop of s. Then, coded packets

cannot be decoded at the next hop and flow s loses packets,

with probability ρs,s
′

h,k . For example, in Fig. 1, packets from

flow S1 cannot be decoded (hence are lost) at node A2 due to

loss of antidotes from flow S2 on the overhearing link B1−A2.

In our formulation and analysis, we assume that ρsh and

ρs,s
′

h,k are i.i.d. according to a uniform distribution. However,

in our simulations, we also consider a Rayleigh fading channel

model. The loss probabilities are calculated at each inter-

mediate node as one minus the ratio of correctly received

packets over all the packets in a time window. These loss

probabilities are obtained by the upstream node (e.g., I in

2Following the poison-antidote terminology of [4], we call “antidotes” the packets of

flows s′ that are coded together with s, and thus are needed for the next hop of s to be

able to decode. E.g., in Fig.1, a is the “antidote” that B2 needs to overhear over link

A1 − B2 , to decode a + b and obtain b.



Fig. 1) periodically via control packets from the downstream

node on the link (e.g., B2, A2 in Fig. 1).

4) Routing: We assume that each flow s ∈ S follows a

single path Ps ⊆ N from the source to the destination, which

is pre-determined by a routing protocol, e.g., OLSR or AODV,

and given as input to our problem. Note that several different

hyperarcs may connect two consecutive nodes along the path.

We define Hs
h,k = 1 if s is transmitted through hyperarc h

using network code k ∈ Kh; and Hs
h,k=0, otherwise.

B. Intra- and Inter-session Network Coding

Next, we give an overview of how an intermediate node

performs intra- and inter-session network coding. The imple-

mentation details are provided in Section V.

1) Intra-session Network Coding (for Error Correction):

Consider the commonly used generation-based network coding

[23]: packets from flow s ∈ S are divided into generations

(note that we use “generation” and “block” terms interchange-

ably), with size Gs. At the source s, packets within the same

generation are linearly combined (assuming large enough field

size) to generate Gs network coded packets. Each intermediate

node along the path of flow s adds P s parity packets, depend-

ing on the loss rates of the links involved in this hop. At the

next hop, it is sufficient to receive Gs out of Gs+P s packets.

The same process is repeated at every intermediate node until

the receiver receives Gs error-free packets, which can then be

decoded and be passed on to the application.

There are many ways to generate those P s parities in prac-

tice. In this work, we use intra-session network coding [24]

for this purpose. Each intermediate node stores Gs packets of

the same flow and generates P s random linear combinations;

w.h.p. any Gs out of Gs + P s are linearly independent,

thus can be used to reconstruct Gs packets. Note that an

intermediate node does not need to decode; it just combines

packets in a generation and updates their global coefficients

[23]. Although one could use various coding techniques,

such as Reed-Solomon or Fountain codes, using intra-session

network coding has several advantages. First, it has lower

computational complexity. Second, in systems like COPE that

already implement inter-session network coding, it is natural to

incrementally add intra-session network coding functionality.

Intra-session network coding can be implemented as a thin

layer between IP and transport.

2) Inter-session Network Coding (for Throughput): After

an intermediate node has added redundancy (P s) to flow s,

it treats all (Gs + P s) packets as indistinguishable parts of

the same flow. Inter-session network coding is applied on top

of the already intra-coded flows, in the COPE manner, as a

thin layer between MAC and IP, shown in Fig. 2. We design

two schemes, I2NC-state and I2NC-stateless, depending on the

type of information they need about their neighbors. We define

as state of a node the information about which exact packets

have been overheard at that node; overheard packets always

belong to flows that are of no interest to the node.

I2NC-state: First, we assume that intermediate nodes use

COPE [2]. Each node i listens all transmissions in its neigh-

borhood, stores the overheard packets in its decoding buffer,

and periodically advertises the content of this buffer to its

neighbors. When a node i wants to transmit a packet, it

checks or estimates the contents of the decoding buffer of its

neighbors. If there is a coding opportunity, the node combines

the relevant packets using simple coding operations (XOR) and

broadcasts the combination to J . The content of the decoding

buffers needs to be exchanged, in order to make network

coding decisions, via some protocol for state synchronization.

I2NC-stateless: Second, we design an improved version of

COPE, which no longer requires state synchronization. The

key idea is to exploit the fact that the redundancy already in-

troduced by intra-session coding makes all Gs+P s packets in

a generation equally important. In this improved scheme, each

node i still listens to all transmissions in its neighborhood and

stores the overheard packets. The node periodically advertises

the loss probability for each overheard flow, which is then

provided as input to the intra-session network coding module

in order to determine the amount of redundancy needed.

In summary, there is a synergy between intra- and inter-

session network coding. Intra-session network coding makes

the process sequence agnostic, which allows inter-session

network coding to operate using only information about the

loss rates, not about the identity of received packets. The loss

rates can be used as input for tuning the amount of redundancy

in intra-session network coding. In terms of implementation,

the two modules are separable: an intermediate node first per-

forms intra-session network coding, then inter-session network

coding.

IV. NETWORK UTILITY MAXIMIZATION FORMULATION

A. I2NC-state Scheme

1) Formulation: Our objective is to maximize the total

utility function by optimally choosing the flow rates xs at

sources s ∈ S, as well as the following variables at the

intermediate nodes: the fraction αs
h,k (or “traffic splitting”

parameters, following the terminology of [25]) of flows inter-

session coded using code k ∈ Kh over hyperarc h; and the

percentage of time τh,k each hyperarc is used.

max
x,α,τ

∑

s∈S

Us(xs)

s.t.
Hs

h,kα
s
h,kxs

1− ρsh
+

∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k ≤ Rhτh,k,

∀h ∈ A, k ∈ Kh, s ∈ Sk
∑

h(J )|h∈A

∑

k∈Kh|s∈Sk

αs
h,k = 1, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ Ps

∑

h∈Cq

∑

k∈Kh

τh,k ≤ γ, ∀Cq ⊆ A (1)

The first constraint is the capacity constraint for each flow

s ∈ Sk. It is well-known, [26], that network coding allows

flows that are coded together in code k ∈ Kh, to coexist,

i.e., each have rate up to the rate allocated to that code

k. The right hand side, Rhτh,k, is the capacity of hyperarc



h; τh,k is the percentage of time hyperarc h can be used

for transmitting the k-th network code. τh,k is determined

by scheduling in the third constraint, taking into account

interference: all hypearcs in a clique interfere and should time-

share the medium. Therefore, the sum of the time allocated

to all hyperarcs in a clique should be less than an over-

provisioning factor, γ ≤ 1. The second constraint is the flow

conservation: at every node i on the path Ps of source s, the

sum of αs
h,k over all network codes and hyperarcs should be

equal to 1. Indeed, when a flow enters a particular node i, it

can be transmitted to its next hop j as part of different network

coded and uncoded flows.

The first constraint is key to our work because it determines

how to deal with loss on the direct (ρsh) and overhearing (ρs,s
′

h,k )

links and how large a fraction (αs
h,k) of flow rate (xs) to code

in the k-th code over hyperarc h. Let us discuss the left hand

side in more detail.3

The first term refers to the direct link of flow s. Hs
h,kα

s
h,kxs

is the fraction of flow rate xs allocated to code k and

hyperarc h. It is scaled by 1 − ρsh to indicate that we use

redundancy to protect against loss that flow s experiences w.p.

ρsh. (Hs
h,kα

s
h,kxs)/(1−ρsh) is the total rate of flow s, including

data and redundancy.

The second term refers to loss on the overhearing links.
∑

s′∈Sk−{s} H
s′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k is the amount of redundancy

(via intra-session coding) added by the intermediate node on

flow(s) s′ to protect flow s against loss of antidote packets.

These antidotes come from other flows (s′ ∈ Kh) that are

coded together with flow s, reach the next hop for flow s
through the overhearing links, and are needed to decode inter-

session coded packets.

Example 1- continued. In Fig. 1, let us consider flow 2 from

B1 to B2, as the flow of interest. The intermediate node I adds

redundancy to S2 to protect against loss rate ρS2

(I,{B2,A2})
on

the direct link I − B2. It also adds redundancy to flow 1 to

protect against loss rate ρS2,S1

(I,{B2,A2})
of antidotes coming to

B2 from flow 1 over the overhearing link A1 −B2.

2) Optimal Solution: By relaxing the capacity constraint in

Eq. (1), we have:

L(x,α, τ , q) =
∑

s∈S

Us(xs)−
∑

h∈A

∑

k∈Kh

∑

s∈Sk

qsh,k

(Hs
h,kα

s
h,kxs

1− ρsh

+
∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k −Rhτh,k

)

, (2)

where qsh,k is the Lagrange multiplier, which can be in-

terpreted as the queue size for k-th network code at hy-

perarc h for flow s. We define ρs,s
′

h,k = 0 if s =
s′, ∀s, s′ ∈ S and we rewrite

∑

k∈Kh

∑

s∈Sk
as

∑

s∈S
∑

k∈Kh|s∈Sk
. The Lagrange function is L(x,α, τ , q) =

∑

s∈S(Us(xs)−xs

∑

h∈A

∑

k∈Kh|s∈Sk
Hs

h,kα
s
h,k

(

(qsh,k)/(1−

3Note that our formulation of has two novel aspects, compared to prior work, which

allow us to better handle loss and parities. First, we allow for flows coded together to

have different rates (in the first constraint in Eq. (1)). Second, we allow for loss rates of

each link to be specified separately, even for links in the same hyperarc.

ρsh)+
∑

s′∈Sk
qs

′

h,kρ
s′,s
h,k

)

)+
∑

h∈A

∑

k∈Kh

∑

s∈Sk
qsh,kRhτh,k.

It can be decomposed into several intuitive problems (rate

control, traffic splitting, scheduling, and queue update), each

of which solves the optimization problem for one variable.

Rate Control. First, we solve the Lagrangian w.r.t xs:

xs = (U ′
s)

−1
(
∑

i∈Ps
Qs

i

)

, (3)

where (U ′
s)

−1 is the inverse function of the derivative of Us,

and Qs
i is the occupancy of flow s at node i and expressed as

Qs
i =

∑

h(J)|h∈A

∑

k∈Kh
Hs

h,kα
s
h,kQ

s
h,k, (4)

where Qs
h,k is the queue size of flow s associated with

hyperarc and network code pair {h, k}:

Qs
h,k =

qsh,k

1−ρs
h

+
∑

s′∈Sk−{s} q
s′

h,kρ
s′,s
h,k (5)

Traffic Splitting. Second, we solve the Lagrangian for αs
h,k.

At each node i along the path (i.e., i ∈ Ps), the traffic splitting

problem can be expressed as follows:

min
α

∑

h(J)|h∈A

∑

k∈Kh|s∈Sk

αs
h,kH

s
h,kQ

s
h,k

s.t.
∑

h(J)|h∈A

∑

k∈Kh|s∈Sk

αs
h,k = 1, ∀i ∈ Ps. (6)

The structure of the optimal solution of Eq. (6) has the

following interpretation: the higher the loss rate of antidotes

on overhearing links ρs
′,s

h,k , the higher Qs
h,k in Eq. (5), and the

smaller αs
h,k in the minimization in Eq. (6). This means that

flow s should code fewer packets with packets from flow(s)

s′ in code k, when antidotes from s′ are likely to be lost.

Example 1 - continued: In Fig. 1, this means that I should

combine fewer packets from the two flows if there is loss on

the overhearing link A1 −B2. In the extreme case where loss

rate is 1 over the link A1−B2, inter-session coding should be

turned off. At the other extreme, where there is no loss, the

two flows should always be combined. �

Scheduling. Third, we solve the Lagrangian for τh,k. This

problem is solved for every hyperarc and every clique for the

conflict graphs in the hypergraph. In our implementation, we

solve this problem for every hyperarc originated from a node

to determine which packets should be inter-session network

coded and transmitted.

max
τ

∑

h∈A

∑

k∈Kh

∑

s∈Sk

qsh,kRhτh,k s.t.
∑

h∈Cq

τh,k ≤ τ, ∀Cq ⊆ A

(7)

Queue Update. We find the Lagrange multipliers (queue

sizes) qsh,k, using gradient descent:

qsh,k(t+ 1) ={qsh,k(t) + ct{
Hs

h,kα
s
h,kxs

1− ρsh
+

∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k −Rhτh,k}}
+ (8)

where t is the iteration number, ct is a small constant, and

the + operator makes the Lagrange multipliers positive. qsh,k



is interpreted as the queue for flow s allocated for the k-

th network code over hyperarc ∀h ∈ A. Indeed, in Eq. (8),

qsh,k is updated with the difference between the incoming

(Hs
h,kα

s
h,kxs)/(1 − ρsh) +

∑

s′∈Sk−{s} H
s′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k and

outgoing Rhτh,k traffic rates at h.

B. I2NC-stateless Scheme

The second term in Eq. (1) describes the redundancy added

by node i to protect s from loss of antidotes on the overhearing

link. An implicit assumption was that node i knows what

antidotes are available at the next hop and uses only those

packets for inter-session coding. However, this knowledge can

be imperfect, especially in the presence of loss. Here, we

formulate a variation of the problem, where such knowledge

is not necessary. Instead, node i needs to know only the loss

rate on all the links to the next hop for flow s (e.g., in Fig. 1

for flow 2 (S2), these are links I −B2 and A1 −B2).

We replace the capacity constraint in Eq. (1) with:

Hs
h,kα

s
h,kxs

1− ρsh
+

∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k

1− ρsh
≤ Rhτh,k (9)

and this is ∀h ∈ A, k ∈ Kh, s ∈ Sk. The other constraints

remain the same as in Eq. (1). The difference from Eq. (1) is

in the second term, related to the overheard packets at the next

hop. Any fraction of flow s′ added as redundancy to flow s,

as well as overheard packets from s′ in the next hop, help to

decode inter-session coded packets of s with flow s′. To protect

transmissions of these “helping” fractions (Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k )

from being lost on the direct link to the next hop of flow s
(e.g., from I to B2), we add redundancy to match the loss

rate of that direct link (ρsh in general, ρS2

{I,B2}
in the example).

This is why the term Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k is divided by 1− ρsh.

The solution of this optimization problem also decomposes

into rate control, traffic splitting, and scheduling problems,

which correspond to Eq. (3), (6), and (7), respectively. Qs
h,k

needs to be updated:

Qs
h,k =

qsh,k
1− ρsh

+
∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

qs
′

h,kρ
s′,s
h,k

1− ρs
′

h

. (10)

The Lagrange multiplier is also updated as follows;

qsh,k(t+ 1) ={qsh,k(t) + ct{
Hs

h,kα
s
h,kxs

1− ρsh
+

∑

s′∈Sk−{s}

Hs′

h,kα
s′

h,kxs′ρ
s,s′

h,k

1− ρsh
−Rhτh,k}}

+

(11)

We have verified through numerical simulation, the conver-

gence of the optimal solutions. Details are omitted for lack of

space and are provided in the extended version [27].

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We propose practical implementations of the I2NC-state

and I2NC-stateless schemes (Fig. 2), following the NUM

Fig. 2. Operations taking place at end-points and intermediate nodes.

formulation structure.

A. Operation of End-Nodes

At the end nodes, there is an adaptation layer between

transport and intra-session network coding which has two

tasks: (i) to interface between application and intra-session

coded packets; and (ii) to optimize the reliability mechanism

at the transport layer.

Task (i): At the source, the adaptation layer sets the gen-

eration (block) size Gs. Gs is set according to application

(e.g., media transmission) requirements (for UDP), or set

equal to TCP congestion window (for TCP) and changes

over time. The adaptation layer receives Gs original packets

p1, p2, ..., pGs from the transport layer of flow s and generates

Gs intra-session coded packets; a1 = p1, a2 = p1 + p2, ...,
aGs = p1+ ...+pGs using random linear network coding [28].

We chose this iterative coding to avoid introducing coding

delays. The intra-session header includes the block id, packet

id, block size, and coding coefficients. At the receiver side,

the reverse operations are performed.

Task (ii): To further optimize the interaction between I2NC

and transport, particularly TCP, we keep track and acknowl-

edge the number of received packets in a generation, rather

than their sequence numbers. This idea is similar to the use of

end-to-end FEC and intra-session network coding that make

TCP sequence agnostic [20], [29], [21]. E.g., if a receiver

receives the first packet labeled with block id gs = 1, then

it generates an ACK with block id gs = 1 and packet id

ηs = 1. The uncoded packets, p1, p2, ..., pGs , must be stored

in a buffer at the source for TCP ACK adaptation. E.g., if an

ACK for block id gs = 1 and packet id ηs = 1 is received by

the source, then the TCP adapter matches this ACK to packet

p1 and informs TCP that packet p1 is ACK-ed. As long as

the TCP receiver transmits ACKs, the TCP clock moves, thus

improving TCP goodput. After the ACK with the block and

packet ids is transmitted by the TCP receiver, the packet is

stored at the receiving buffer. When the last packet from a

generation is received, then packets are decoded and passed

to the application.

B. Operation of Intermediate Nodes

An intermediate node needs to take a number of actions

when it receives (Alg. 1) or transmits (Alg. 2) a packet.



Algorithm 1 Node i processes packet al from flow s.

1: Read the information: packet al, from flow s (generation size Gs)

2: Insert al into the physical output queue Qi .

3: Determine {h∗, k∗} and label al with {h∗, k∗} pair and s

4: Update virtual queue parameters: qsh∗,k∗ and qs
′

h∗,k∗

5: Calculate Qs
h∗,k∗ and Qs

i

6: Gs
h∗,k∗ = Gs

h∗,k∗ + 1
7: if Gs packets from flow s are received at node i then

8: Calculate the number of parities P
s,s

h,k
, P

s′,s

h,k

9: Create P
s,s

h,k
parities from s and P

s′,s

h,k
parities from s′

10: Label all generated parities with {h, k} pair and s

1) Receiving a packet and intra-session network coding:

Buffer packets. A node i may receive a packet from higher

layers or from previous hops. In the latter case, if the received

packet is inter-coded, it is decoded and the packet with

destination to this node is stored (or is passed to transport

if it is the last hop). If it is not the last hop, a packet

al ∈ {a1, a2, ..., aGs} is stored in the output queue Qi.

In addition to the physical output queue Qi, the node i
keeps track of several virtual queues Qs

h,k per (flow, hyper-

arc, code). The packet al is labeled with (h∗, k∗, s), which

essentially indicates whether and how to code this packet

according to the traffic splitting in Eq. (6): we pick {h∗, k∗} =
argminh,k{Hs

h,kQ
s
h,k}, randomly breaking ties. Note that this

labeling is local at the node, and does not introduce any

transmission overhead.

Update Virtual Queue Sizes. When packet al is selected

to be transmitted with the k∗-th network code over hyperarc

h∗, the virtual buffers; Qs
h∗,k∗ and qsh∗,k∗ should be updated.

qsh∗,k∗ is updated according to Eqs. (8) and (11). Qs
h∗,k∗ is

calculated according to Eq. (5) for I2NC-state and Eq. (10) for

I2NC-stateless. Qs
i is calculated according to Eq. (4). Then, the

number of packets Gs
h∗,k∗ from the same generation that are

allocated to h∗, k∗ pair is incremented: Gs
h∗,k∗ = Gs

h∗,k∗ +1.

Gs
h,k is set to 0 for each new generation.

Generate Parities. After Gs packets from a generation of

flow s are received at node i, P s parity packets are generated

via intra-session network coding (which is performed accord-

ing to random linear network coding [28]) and labeled with

information (s, h, k). There are two types of parities.

• P s,s
h,k = ⌈Gs

h,kρ
s
h/(1−ρsh)⌉ parities are added on flow s’s

virtual queue to correct for loss during direct transmission

to the next hop over hyperarc h.

• P s′,s
h,k = ⌈Gs

h,kρ
s′,s
h,k ⌉, ∀s′ ∈ Sk parities are added on

the virtual queues of other flows s′ that are inter-session

coded together with s. This is to help the next hop for s′

to decode despite losses on the overhearing link.

These parity packets are for I2NC-state. For I2NC-stateless

P s,s
h,k is the same, but P s′,s

h,k = ⌈Gs
h,kρ

s′,s
h,k /(1 − ρs

′

h )⌉, i.e.,

additional redundancy is used to protect parity packets from

loss on the direct link.

2) Transmitting a packet and inter-session network coding:

We consider the 802.11 MAC. When a node i accesses a

channel, {h†, k†} is chosen to maximize Rh(
∑

s∈Sk
qsh,k)

according to Eq. (7), randomly breaking ties. Although the

pair {h†, k†} determines the hyperarc, code and flows to be

Algorithm 2 Node i transmits a packet.

1: Select {h†, k†} pair that maximizes Rh(
∑

s∈Sk
qsh,k)

2: Initialize: ξ = ∅
3: for al ∈ Qi do

4: if al is labeled with {h†, k†} AND flow id label of al is different from

∀al′ ∈ ξ then

5: if I2NC-state AND ξ ∪ al is decodable OR I2NC-stateless then

6: Insert packet to ξ
7: Network code (XOR) all packets in ξ
8: Broadcast the network coded packet over hyperarc h†

9: Update qs
h†,k† , ∀s ∈ Sk

10: Re-calculate Qh,k and Qs
i

coded together in the next transmission, the specific packets

from those flows still need to be selected and coded. We call

these packets the set ξ, and select them using the procedure

specified in Alg. 2; details are provided in the technical report

[27]4. After a coded packet is transmitted, the virtual queues

are updated according to Eqs. (8), (11). The queues Qh†,k†

and Qs
i are calculated according to Eqs. (5), (10), (4).5

3) Keeping Track and Exchanging State Information: For

I2NC-state, intermediate nodes need also to keep track and

exchange information with each other, so as to enable the

intra- and inter-session network coding modules to make their

redundancy and coding decisions and to provide reliability.

An approach similar to COPE is used: ACKs are sent after

the reception and successful decoding of a packet. Informa-

tion about overheard packets is piggy-backed on the ACKs.

With I2NC-stateless, we only need neighbors to exchange

information about the loss rates at the neighboring nodes.

Information about the loss rates as well as the number of

received packets at a generation is reported through control

packets for every generation. In order to provide reliability, we

consider re-transmissions. In I2NC-state, a packet is removed

from the output queue only after an ACK related to the

packets is received. Otherwise, the packet is re-transmitted

after a round trip time. In I2NC-stateless, packets are removed

from the output queue when a control packets is received

and confirms the successful transmission of all packets of

the corresponding generation. Otherwise, a number of intra-

session coded packets from the generation which are missing

at the receiver are generated from the packets kept in the queue

and transmitted.

4) Congestion Control and Queue Management: Upon con-

gestion at node i, the per-flow queue sizes Qs
i are compared

and the last packet from flow s having the largest Qs
i is

dropped from the queue; in case of tie, an incoming packet

is dropped. This eventually balances the rates of flows coded

together and increases inter-session network coding opportu-

nities. For details, the reader is referred to [13].

Example 2: Let us re-visit the X-topology from Fig. 1,

shown again for convenience in Fig. 3, and illustrate how we

4The inter-session network coding header includes the number of coded packets

together, next hop address, and the packet id’s. Note that this header as well as the

IP header of each packet are not network coded.
5Note that I2NC may cause re-ordering at the receiver, but since we already

implemented intra-session NC, and made TCP receiver sequence agnostic in this term,

out of packet delivery is not a problem for TCP.



(a) Intra-session coding (b) Inter-session coding

Fig. 3. Example of coding (under scheme I2NC-stateless) at intermediate
node I in the X-topology. There is loss only on two links: the direct link
I − B2 (w.p. 0.5) and the overhearing link A1 −B2 (w.p. 0.25).

perform intra- and inter-session network coding under scheme

I2NC-stateless. The loss probabilities over the direct (I −B2)

and overhearing (A1 −B2) links are assumed 0.5 and 0.25.

In Fig. 3(a), we describe intra-session network coding. Let

us assume the generation size of S1 is GS1 = 4 and S2 is

GS2 = 1. The packets transmitted by A1, B1 are a1, a2, a3, a4
and b1, respectively. Note that there is only one option for

inter-session network coding, i.e., to XOR packets from the

two flows, thus there exists only one possible network code

k = 1 over hyperarc h = (I, {B2, A2}). All packets are

labeled with this information and their flow ids. The labeled

packets are aS1

1 , aS1

2 , aS1

3 , aS1

4 and bS2

1 . Parities are generated

as follows. Since GS1

I,{B2,A2}
= 4 and GS2

I,{B2,A2}
= 1,

the number of parities is PS1,S1

I,{B2,A2}
= 0, PS1,S2

I,{B2,A2}
= 0,

PS2,S2

I,{B2,A2}
= 1 (thus generating one parity from flow S2

and labeling it with S2, i.e., bS2

2 ), and PS2,S1

I,{B2,A2}
= 2 (thus

generating two parities from flow S1 and labeling them with

S2, i.e., aS2

5 , aS2

6 ).

In Fig. 3(b), we describe inter-session network coding. Node

I performs inter-session network coding and transmits packets

according to Alg. 2: it XORs packets from the two queues,

for S1, S2, and broadcasts over the hyperarc (I, {B2, A2}). In

particular, it transmits the following packets: aS1

1 ⊕ bS2

1 , aS1

2 ⊕
bS2

2 , aS1

3 ⊕aS2

5 , and aS1

4 ⊕aS2

6 . A2 receives and decodes all the

packets. B2 receives 3 packets on the average over overhearing

link A1 − B2 and receives 2 packets over transmission link

I − B2. Five received packets allows B2 to decode all five

packets a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, so b1 is successfully decoded. �

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

We used the GloMoSim simulator [7], which is well suited

for simulating wireless environments. We considered various

topologies: X topology, shown in part of Fig. 1 (consisting

of nodes A1, A2, I, B1, B2); cross-topology with 4 end-nodes

generating bi-directional traffic, with one relay (omitted here

for lack of space; please see [2], [27]); and the multi-hop

topology shown in Fig. 16. We also considered various traffic

scenarios: FTP/TCP and CBR/UDP. TCP and CBR flows

start at random times within the first 5sec and are on until

6In X and cross topologies, the intermediate node I is placed in a center of of circle

with radius 90m over 200m × 200m terrain and all other nodes A1, B1 , A2, B2

are placed around the circle. In the multi-hop topology of Fig.1, two X topologies are

cascaded and the distance between consecutive nodes is set to 90m. The topology is

over a 800m × 300m terrain.

the end of the simulation which is 60sec. The CBR flow

generates data packets at every 0.1ms. IEEE 802.11b is used

in the MAC layer, with the addition of the pseudo-broadcasting

mechanism, as in COPE [2]. In terms of wireless channel, we

simulated the two-ray path loss model and a Rayleigh fading

channel with average channel loss rates 0, 20, 30, 40, 50 %. We

have repeated each 60sec simulation for 10 seeds. The channel

capacity is 1Mbps, the buffer size at each node is set to 100
packets, packet sizes are set to 500B, the generation size is

set to 15 packets for UDP flows and to the TCP window for

TCP flows. We compare our schemes (I2NC-state and I2NC-

stateless) to no network coding (noNC) and COPE [2], in

terms of total transport-level throughput (added over all flows).

B. Simulation Results

TCP traffic. Fig. 4, presents simulation results for TCP

traffic over X, cross, and the multi-hop topologies assuming

loss on all links. For ease of presentation, here, we report only

the results when all links have the same loss probability.

Fig. 4(a) shows the results for the X topology. At low-

medium loss rates (10% - 30%), I2NC-state and COPE are

still able to do network coding, so TCP+I2NC-state and

TCP+COPE improve throughput significantly as compared to

TCP+noNC. At higher loss rates, I2NC-state and COPE do

not have reliable knowledge of the decoding buffers of their

neighbors and cannot do network coding efficiently. As a re-

sult, the improvement of TCP+I2NC-state and TCP+COPE as

compared to TCP+noNC reduce with increasing loss rate.

TCP+I2NC-state is better than TCP+COPE at higher loss

rates thanks to its error correction mechanism. TCP+I2NC-

stateless outperforms other schemes over the entire loss range

thanks to combining network coding and error correction as

well as eliminating ACKs. For example, if there is no loss,

TCP+I2NC-stateless still brings the benefit by eliminating

ACK packets, thus using the medium more efficiently. When

the loss rate increases, the improvement of I2NC-stateless be-

comes significant, because I2NC-stateless does not rely on the

knowledge of the decoding buffers of their neighbors, but only

on the link loss rates for inter-session network coding.

Fig. 4(b) shows the results for the cross topology. The

improvement of TCP+I2NC-stateless is higher as compared

to the X topology, because there are more network coding

opportunities here for I2NC-stateless to exploit. We also

performed simulations with increasing number of flows, i.e.,

nodes in this topology; the details are provided in [27].

Fig. 4(c) presents the results for the multi-hop topology in

Fig. 1. The improvement of TCP+I2NC-state is higher than

in the X and cross topologies, especially at higher loss rates.

This is because intra-session coding, employed by I2NC-state,

reduces the dependency on link level ARQ. More specifically,

in this multi-hop topology, the end-to-end residual loss rate

increases with the number of hops. Intra-session network

coding overcomes this, thus increasing TCP throughput. The

improvement of I2NC-stateless is even more significant for

this topology, because the benefit of eliminating ACKs is more

pronounced with larger number of hops.
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(a) X topology (shown in part of Fig.1)
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(c) Multi-hop topology (shown in Fig.1)

Fig. 4. Total TCP throughput vs. average loss rate (for ease of presentation, the same loss rate is assumed on all links) in three different topologies.

UDP traffic. We repeated the simulations for the three

topologies using UDP flows and we observed that I2NC-

stateless outperforms COPE (up to 30%), for the reasons

mentioned above. The graphs are omitted here for lack of

space and details are provided in the technical report [27].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed I2NC: a one-hop intra- and inter-

session network coding approach for wireless networks. I2NC

builds on and improves COPE in two aspects: it is resilient

to loss and it does not need to rely on the exact knowledge

of the state of the neighbors. Our design is grounded on a

NUM formulation and its solution. Simulations in GloMoSim

demonstrate significant throughput gain of our approach com-

pared to no network coding and COPE.
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